Perfect Position Seats in the Lincoln Continental usher in a new era of wellness and luxury.

Perfect Position Seats are inspired by those used in private aircraft and high-end office furniture. They are offered in standard 10-way, available 24-way with thigh extensions and available 30-way with thigh extensions and multi-contour functionality.

This new design for comfort is rooted in the thin, patented comfort carrier made of a plastic substrate. The suspension system is combined with a thin layer of polyurethane foam, helping the seat flex around the body to provide support and comfort.

There are multiple options for personalizing your comfort with the 30-way Perfect Position Seats. Here’s a look at what can be adjusted:

- **6 ways to adjust** TRACK
- **4 ways to adjust** THIGH SUPPORT
- **2 ways to adjust** RECLINE
- **4 ways to adjust** LUMBAR SUPPORT
- **4 ways to adjust** HEAD RESTRAINT
- **2 ways to adjust** BACK BOLSTER
- **2 ways to adjust** UPPER BACK BOLSTER SUPPORT
- **2 ways to adjust** CUSHION BOLSTER
- **4 ways to adjust** CUSHION EXTENSION

The upper seat back supports the shoulders while the suspension system supports the body. This combination helps take stress off the shoulders and neck.

Two extending thigh cushions, each independently adjustable, add further support. The cushions can be extended or moved up or down, allowing the driver to further personalize the adjustments. This provides support for each leg, enabling one leg to be at rest while the other leg is extended for pedal engagement.

The seats are modular, allowing for greater personalization options.